Moreover, it had an "ecumenical character" and "positive emotional connotations for the entire political spectrum" (143) . Schechter goes on to make the case that, in passing into the period of Montagnard rule and escalating legislative and executive violence from mid-1793, "terror" did not so much acquire new meanings as draw more strongly on some of its primal reference points. The sense that terror could be applied in small salutary doses, associated with Enlightenment penal reform for example, faded in comparison with increasing evocations of forms of terror much more like renditions of the annihilating power of an angry deity or all-conquering ruler.
There is much to digest in this volume, and it certainly calls into question any simple circumstantial versus ideological explanations of "the Terror." Schechter follows William Reddy in discussing terror-speech at points as being a form of "emotive" -an emotional self-description that renders feelings culturally intelligible. Part of the analysis in the latter stages of the book addresses whether we can understand such speech as making revolutionaries feel better about themselves, particularly as they contemplate how their enemies could be made to feel by their actions. For this reviewer such discussion was not always persuasive, with assumptions slightly preceding the evidence at points, but opening up such questions of motivation, and its second-or third-order reflections -how do people behave when they seek to create effects in others, and in anticipation of such effects and counter-actions in others -remains intriguing.
One other element perhaps underplayed in the analysis, and certainly worthy of further reflection is the construction of the "people" who by 1793 are understood to be the sovereign, and what the nature of that sovereignty consists in, as a phenomenon able to invoke terror on the scale of classical and biblical references. Schechter has lifted a veil placed by later political assumptions over the language of terror, and given scholars of the French Revolution much to ponder about how such new insights might reshape a wider field. The state honours that have become ubiquitous in modern society are mostly, despite their frequently ancient or medieval trappings, of relatively recent origin. France's Legion of Honour was founded in 1802, Belgium's Order of Leopold in 1830, and Britain's Order of the British Empire in 1917. The French Military Medal was first awarded in 1852, the British Victoria Cross in 1856. The apparently simple problem Samuel Clark sets out to solve in this meticulously researched and deeply considered history is how state honours such as these have evolved in western society. As Clark demonstrates, it is not a problem that admits of a simple solution. Indeed, he begins his book with a careful dismantling of two deceptively appealing (and opposing) arguments, that the proliferation of state honours in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was a function either of the rise of the bourgeoisie or of the persistence of the old order. Although Clark concedes an element of truth to both these arguments, he shows that the first fails to explain why so many of the new orders were created by old-fashioned regimes while the second is mute concerning the reasons for the vast expansion in both the numbers of awards and of their recipients.
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Having demonstrated the inadequacy of these interpretations, Clark proceeds to offer his own, based on a careful comparison between Britain, France, and the Low Countries. His argument is that state honours developed in Early Modern and Modern Europe as an adaptive response to pressures imposed by population growth, political centralization, intensified international competition, and major changes in the size and organization of armies. State honours also reflected a significant cultural change as corporate systems of social discipline gave way to individualized ones. Clark demonstrates that honours served a variety of functions that helped states to overcome these pressures. They helped to legitimize the state and its actions, to communicate expectations, as well as to motivate and mobilize populations. The comparison between Britain and France is particularly instructive. Clark shows that the expansion of state honours began first in France, where the Order of St. Louis was created in 1692 as a way to mobilize the support of the provincial nobility. This was necessary to sustain the mutually reinforcing powers of a vastly expanded royal army and the centralizing authority of the French monarchy. In Britain, the Order of the Bath created in 1725 was a more exclusive honour, which reflected a political tradition in which Parliament loomed larger than the monarchy as a centralizing force, where armies were limited in size and where governments employed honours to mobilize a relatively restricted elite at the centre of the polity.
It was the expansion in the size of armies, as well as the need to find means to discipline and motivate the soldiers who served in them, that provided the most significant stimuli to the expansion of state honours. The vast majority of the forty thousand appointments made by Napoleon to the Legion of Honour were military appointments, but the demand for honours exceeded even the capacity of new military orders like this one. The demand was met by the distribution of medals. Clark insists above all upon reviews Canadian Journal of History / Annales canadiennes d'histoire 54.1-2 © 2019 the communicative function of medals. The advantages of medals as a medium of communication lay in their durability, their portability, and the facility with which they could be mass-produced. Their distribution was a way of communicating expectations and standards of behaviour to populations. Beginning with the Civil Wars of the seventeenth century, Britain led the way in the production of medals as military rewards. By demonstrating the importance of such rewards as vectors for building a consensus within society concerning conduct that was honourable or shameful, virtuous or disreputable, Clark adds a valuable new dimension to our understanding of both military history and the disciplining of European society. Clark's emphasis upon the positive conditioning provided by the distribution of honours is an important corrective to the excessive focus upon the negative conditioning that informed this disciplinary project.
The overall effect of the expansion of state honours, Clark shows, has been to reinforce existing power relationships. It will come as little surprise to most readers to discover that the more prestigious military honours have generally been accorded to officers of senior rank, or that relatively few women or Jews figure on the honour rolls. Colonial troops serving in European armies have often been denied the medals awarded to their metropolitan comrades. Another effect has been an intensification of status anxiety, prompting the refusal of honours by individuals who considered them beneath their dignity, or expressions of pique such as Horatio Nelson's flaunting of his foreign decorations to protest the award of a mere baronetcy from his own government. Clark's well-chosen examples of the complex and often-contradictory attitudes of officials and society toward state honours illustrate a sophisticated and nuanced study that takes full account of the particularities of the West European experience while locating them within the global history of honours distribution, extending from ancient times to the present. First published in French in 2015, this well-written and well-translated study of a central phenomenon of the modern world has a great deal to offer. The thesis has the virtue of simplicity: there are three forms of notoriety (used here in a non-pejorative sense): glory, reputation, and celebrity. The first of those is essentially a posthumous designation and flourishes
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